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Abstract

Optical device miniaturization is highly desirable in
many applications. Direct down-scaling of traditional
imaging system is one approach, but the extent to which
it can be minimized is limited by the effect of diffraction.
Compound-eye imaging system, which utilizes multiple mi-
crolenses in image capture is a promising alternative. In
this paper, we explore the possibility of an incorporation of
phase masks in such a system to extend the depth of field.
Simulation experiments are conducted to verify the feasibil-
ity of the system.

1. Introduction

Many applications call for the miniaturization of opti-
cal devices. These include consumer electronic products
and also biomedical instrumentations. Direct down-scaling
of traditional imaging system is one approach, but the ex-
tent to which it can be minimized is limited by the effect
of diffraction. Recently developed compound-eye imaging
system is considered a promising alternative in this setting.
While traditional imaging system uses a single optical chan-
nel formed by a set of cascading lenses with large diameters,
compound-eye imaging system utilizes an array of multi-
ple microlenses in image capture. Multiple low-resolution
(LR) sub-images generated are used to reconstruct a final
high-resolution (HR) image. An important motivation of
this novel design of imaging system lies in the resulting sys-
tem compactness.

Compound-eye imaging system design has received a
lot of attention in recent years. Besides compactness,
other advantages of this design includes lightness and a
wide field of view. Several research groups have designed
and constructed a variety of compound-eye imaging sys-
tems [3, 4, 10]. Multiple optical channels allow greater flex-

ibility in the system. One possibility is to add phase masks
behind the lenses. A phase mask is a special-shape lens
which alters the received incoherent wave front in a spe-
cific way. With appropriate restoration, depth of field can
be extended [2]. In this paper, we present a compound-eye
imaging system with super-resolution reconstruction, and
explore the possibility of an incorporation of phase masks
in such a system to extend the depth of field. Simulation ex-
periments are also conducted to investigate the performance
of our methods. The structure of the paper is as follows: In
section 2, we describe the architecture of the compound-
eye imaging system of our concern. In section 3, the system
model and the super-resolution reconstruction algorithm is
explained. Simulation results which investigate the perfor-
mance of the phase mask-incorporated system are discussed
in section 4. Finally, concluding remarks are provided in
section 5.

2. Architecture of the compound-eye imaging
system

Compound-eye imaging system takes into account the
optics, optoelectronic, and image processing as a whole
in the design. In a compound-eye system, multiple mi-
crolenses converge light onto the optoelectronic compo-
nents. The optical information collected is processed in one
way and another in an attempt to restore a fine image of
the target object. Fig.1 shows the architecture of the base-
line system that we are considering in this paper [10]. The
system consists of an N × N microlens array and a pho-
todetector array with M × M photosensitive cells. Thus,
each microlens corresponds to a sub-array of α × α cells,
where α = M

N . Each microlens together with its array of
photosensitive cells form an imaging unit, which generates
a LR sub-image (with resolution α × α) of the object. A
separation layer is placed between the microlens array and
the photodetector array to minimize crosstalk among sub-
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Figure 1. Architecture of the compound-eye
system [10]

images.
The sampling method [10] and pixel rearrangement [7]

are image reconstruction methods proposed for this
compound-eye system. The latter method shows a signif-
icant improvement over the former, but still there is room
for improvement in terms of image quality. Indeed, pro-
vided that there are sub-pixel displacements in all the sub-
images so that there are no redundant sub-images, super-
resolution can be employed to reconstruct a HR image from
the multiple LR sub-images [1]. The working principle of
the compound-eye imaging system with super-resolution re-
construction is shown in Fig.2.

Figure 2. Flow diagram of the compound-eye
imaging system.

3. System modeling, phase masks incorpora-
tion, and super-resolution reconstruction

In this section, we describe the mathematical modeling
of a phase mask-incorporated compound-eye system, and
the super-resolution algorithm we used in the reconstruc-
tion process. Assuming linearity in the entire electro-optical
system, we use matrix equations in describing the effects
of various components [5]. All the images are represented
by vectors formed by lexicographical ordering of the im-
age pixels. The target object is regarded as the HR image
on which a series of operations are performed to produce
the LR sub-images. Since each imaging unit operates indi-
vidually in its own optical path, under the assumption that
there is no crosstalk between the sub-images, the formation

of each sub-image can be modeled independently from one
another in its own channel. Consequently, a compound-eye
system with N × N lenses gives N2 optical channels and
thus N2 sub-images.

Consider the modeling of the kth optical channel. The
corresponding kth sub-image ik is of length α2. Firstly, as
the kth lens is displaced vertically and horizontally from
a reference lens, the kth sub-image formed is shifted away
correspondingly from a reference frame. This is modeled by
the shifting matrix Sk. Secondly, the lens introduce blurring
to the sub-images. This is modeled by the blurring matrix
Bk. Thirdly, the phase mask introduces a path length error
to the sub-image. This is represented by the phase mask
operator Mk. Fourthly, the finite-size photosensitive cells
further blur and downsample the sub-image. This is repre-
sented by the down-sampling matrix Dk. Fifthly, noise is
added to the sub-image due to noise of the photosensitive
cells and quantization. This is represented by the noise vec-
tor vk. Finally, the sub-image is passed through a restora-
tion filter Fk which restore the sub-image. Mathematically,
we have the matrix equation

ik = Fk (DkMkBkSkf + vk) . (1)

Stacking all the N2 equations for the N2 channels results
in a single matrix equation given by

i = Hf + v, (2)

where H is called the blurring matrix of the whole system,
and v is the noise vector. Fig.3 shows schematically the
phase mask-incorporated system model. Since solving the
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the phase
mask-incorporated compound-eye imaging
system.

high-resolution image f from the matrix equation is an ill-
conditioned problem, the minimization and regularization
techniques are used [1]:

min
f

‖Hf − i‖2 + βR(f) (3)
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where the function R(f) measures the regularity of f and β
is the regularization parameter which controls the regular-
ity of the solution. Using the Tikhonov regularization, the
problem becomes

(
HT H + βR

)
f = HT i (4)

where R is the discretization matrix corresponding to the
regularization functionalR(f) [8]. The linear system can be
solved iteratively by the conjugate gradient method. Cosine
transform preconditioners are used to increase the compu-
tational speed for the reconstruction process. Details can be
found in [9].

4. Simulation

A virtual camera is built to investigate the capability
of a compound-eye system with an incorporation of phase
masks to extend the depth of field. The virtual camera can
simulate an N × N compound-eye system where N can
take on any positive integer value. Different types of phase
masks can be inserted into the system. The virtual camera
takes into account the effect of diffraction on the images
produced. For a diffraction limited system, the point-spread
function (PSF) of an in-focus image is given by the Fraun-
hofer diffraction pattern of the lens aperture. This is given
by

h(u, v) =
A

λzi

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
P (x, y)

exp
{
−j

2π

λzi
(ux + vy)

}
dxdy (5)

where the pupil function P is unity inside and zero outside
the projected aperture, A is a constant amplitude, zi is the
image distance, λ is the wavelength of the illumination, and
(x, y) are coordinates in the plane of the exit pupil. We
can see that the effect of diffraction is actually realized by
convolving the object with the Fraunhofer diffraction patter
of the lens aperture, which leads to a loss of fine details of
the object [6].

We investigate the use of phase masks together with
restoration filters in extending the depth of field. Simu-
lations have been conducted using the virtual camera to-
gether with the super-resolution reconstruction algorithm.
For simplicity, a compound-eye system with 2 × 2 imag-
ing units is simulated, and the following assumptions are
made: (1) there is no misalignment of the lens and photode-
tector arrays; (2) the relative shifts between the sub-images
are exactly 1

2 pixel-width; (3) there is no crosstalk between
the sub-images, and (4) the four lenses all have the exact
required focal length and have no aberrations. In our exper-
iments, cubic phase masks are used [2]. When we placed a

cubic phase mask behind a lens, we are deliberately intro-
ducing a path length error which is given by

W (x, y) = exp
{
j

γ

R3

(
x3 + y3

)}
. (6)

where γ is a constant which controls the phase deviation.
Wiener Filter is used as the restoration filter in our experi-
ments. It is given by

G(fX , fY ) =
H∗ (fX , fY )

|H (fX , fY ) |2 + Sv(fX ,fY )
Si(fX ,fY )

(7)

in the frequency domain where H is the OTF of the indi-
vidual optical channel, Si(fX , fY ) and Sv(fX , fY ) are the
power spectra of the undegraded image and noise respec-
tively. In our simulated compound-eye system, there are
four optical channels. Therefore, four cubic phase masks
are incorporated into the system, with each lens being fol-
lowed by one cubic phase mask. Fig.4 compares the re-
constructed images obtained from a system without using
cubic phase mask and a system with an incorporation of
four phase masks after restoration by Wiener filters. (In
the scene, the cup is placed at the ideal object distance,
while the book is placed at distances which is 20% shorter
than the ideal object distance.) It is clear that while some
parts of the reconstructed images obtained from the sys-
tem without phase masks are out-of-focus, the phase masks-
incorporated system can bring the whole scene with dif-
ferent depths into focus. This demonstrates the capability
of cubic phase masks in extending the depth-of-field in a
compound-eye system .

(a) Without phase mask. (b) With phase masks.

Figure 4. Reconstructed images obtained
from a scene with different depths.

Since there are multiple optical channels in a compound-
eye system, there is a possibility of incorporating a different
number of phase masks into the system. Fig.5 shows the
reconstructed images obtained from systems with different
number of phase masks incorporated to them. It can be ob-
served that the more the optical channels incorporated with
a phase mask, the better the quality of the reconstructed im-
age is. This shows a trade off between the number of phase
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(a) One phase mask (b) Two phase masks

(c) Three phase masks (d) Four phase masks

Figure 5. Reconstructed images with differ-
ent numbers of phase masks incorporated.

masks (which means cost) and the image quality. It should
be noted that if only some of the optical channels are incor-
porated with phase masks, there is an issue regarding which
channels the phase masks should be placed. In our case of
four optical channels, only the case for two phase masks
should be of concern since any ways of positioning of the
phase masks are symmetric for other cases. In the case for
two phase masks inserted into two out of four of the optical
channels, two ways are possible: i) placing in side-by-side
channels, or ii) placing in diagonal channels. It can be ob-
served in Fig.6 that the system with phase masks placed in
diagonal channels gives an image with better visual quality
than that produced by the system with phase masks placed
in side-by-side channels.

5. Conclusion

We have established and investigated a compound-eye
imaging system with super-resolution reconstruction. The
feasibility of the incorporation of cubic phase masks in such
a system with Wiener filter restoration to extend the depth of
field has been verified. Simulation results has demonstrated
the effects of the number and positioning of phase masks on
the visual quality of the reconstructed image.
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